Mastering or in search of uncertainty

AGU 2009 Experimental Climate Information & Risk Management Talk RWEBB

WGA NOAA Climate Service Talk RWEBB

DOI LCC NOAA in the Colorado River Basin RWEBB

DOI Watersmart NIDIS Talk RWEBB

AMS Reconciling Future Colorado River Flows RWEBB

AGU Experimental Climate Information Services RWEBB

Dissemination of NOAA Climate Monitoring Products RWEBB & M GREGG

USGS Columbia River Basin Climate Service Pilot NOAA Climate services RWEBB

USACE Infrastructure Conference Climate Change, Variability and Services RWEBB

The Wildlife Society Annual Meeting, Snowbird 2010 RWEBB

Annual Meeting of the American Fisheries Society, Seattle 2011 RWEBB

2007 OAR NMFS Retreat

MPH Critical Thinking Collection